Abstract. Business rules are often speci ed only implicitly by applications to express user-de ned constraints. OCL provides the chance to explicitly and automatically deal with business rules when building object-oriented applications. We investigate how OCL constraints can be handled in database applications as one of the most important k i n d of business applications. Based on our OCL toolset prototype and earlier research w ork we particularly experiment w i t h v arious strategies for the evaluation of OCL constraints in object-oriented applications which use relational databases. For this work, a exible SQL code generator is needed which can be used and adapted for di erent relational database systems and di erent object-to-table mappings. We implement such a database tool as an additional module for our OCL toolset using XML techniques.
Introduction
Business rules are not a new approach to de ne or constrain some aspects of the business. They represent business knowledge and govern how t h e business processes should execute 7] . There are many de nitions at di erent abstraction levels of what business rules are. Within the context of data-intensive applications we only consider a subset of business rules: integrity constraints which are supported by database management systems (DBMS). We explicitly aim at non-trivial integrity constraints which m a y a ect in relational DBMS tuples of several tables.
Business rules are often speci ed only implicitly by applications to express user-de ned constraints. Facing this problem, an ECOOP'98 Workshop 12] discussed and listed requirements for tools and environments for business rules. Some of these requirements such as the use of a declarative language to express business rules or the support for maintaining software integrity are full lled by the UML Object Constraint Language (OCL) 14] . OCL provides the chance to explicitly and automatically deal with business rules when building UML-based object-oriented applications. Several authors already investigated the use of OCL for expressing business rules (e.g. 24] 7] 5]). Some OCL tools have also been built to allow experiments with formally speci ed business rules 18] 10], 14]. In rst applications of OCL, these tools were particularly used during the software development itself such a s f o r s i m ulation, code generation and test automation 10]. Using OCL as a language for business rule speci cation, extended investigations can be carried out which aim at maintaining the software integrity b y checking business rules during the execution of a business process. This check can be done by t wo basic strategies: { The theoretically best way i s t h e immediate constraint check: The OCL expressions are immediately evaluated when objects are changed. In databases, the unit of consistency is the transaction. In object-oriented applications, check points are more di cult to nd because most runtime systems like the Java Virtual Machine do not provide transaction support. In 25] , this problem is addressed. { A more realistic way i n m a n y cases is an independent constraint check: T h e OCL expression is only checked at selected points to achieve a trade-o between consistency maintenance and e ciency. As a consequence, inconsistent states of objects respectively of the database are possible.
According to the classi cation in 9] we basically distinguish active and passive constraints. Whereas active integrity constraints maintain consistency by executing actions, passive integrity constraints only prevent data manipulation operations which violate the consistency. Furthermore, there are two primary methods by which i n tegrity constraints can be speci ed, applied and enforced in database applications 11]:
{ through the application programs (application enforced constraints In 5], we discussed the mapping of UML objects including OCL constraints to a relational database schema in a very similar way. H o wever, we found many limitations both in the object-to-table mapping supported by most environments and in the maturity of current DBMS. In this paper, we address these problems and present some ideas to make object-to-table and OCL-to-SQL mappings more exible and practicable.
Section 2 discusses an advanced approach for supporting OCL in objectrelational applications by application-and database-enforced constraints. The basic idea is applying an independent constraint c heck by the evaluation of a database view representing invalid tuples. In Section 3 we describe a prototype implementation of an SQL tool including code generation for OCL constraints and its integration into our OCL toolset and CASE tools like Argo/UML. Finally, section 4 summarizes our results and gives an outlook for further research a n d tool development.
2 Approaches Supporting OCL Constraints in Object-Relational Applications
Discussion of di erent approaches
Up to now a n umber of di erent approaches and suggestions for the implementation of OCL speci ed business rules using the current database technology have been made. All these approaches support the immediate constraint c heck and share the problem of being not e cient f o r r u n time evaluation or not practicable on current database systems. The implementation of the OCL-to-SQL patterns from 5] shows that to the best of our knowledge no current relational DBMS supports the Full SQL92 level 11] as far as automatic integrity c hecks are concerned. The required check clause is provided by all advanced DBMS, but only for Intermediate SQL. That means that the search condition contained in the check clause shall not contain a subquery. F urthermore, standalone integrity constraints including an arbitrary number of tables (SQL92 assertions) are not supported at all. Therewith, only simple one-tuple related constraints can be checked in real DBMS.
In 22], procedural mapping patterns were investigated to translate an OCL expression into code executable on relational database systems. The resulting code of such a translation was a (proprietary) procedure such as a Sybase' Transact SQL stored procedure. The evaluation of the constraint can be done by calling this procedure. The right m o m e n t for doing this is at the end of a transaction that is before the transaction commit. One drawback of this approach is the dependence of database integrity from the applications instead of being part of the database constraints.
Another way to implement passive a s w ell as active i n tegrity constraints is to apply triggers to check respectively maintain the integrity after each data manipulation statement. One problem is that triggers are standardized foremost by SQL-99 6], but are already implemented by di erent dialects.
The VIEW approach
Driven by our implementation experience and motivated by database literature 21] , 17] we propose an approach to realise either an independent or an immediate constraint c heck for an SQL based implementation of OCL speci ed business rules. The basic element o f our approach are SQL views generated from OCL invariants. Each single OCL invariant is translated into a separate view de nition. The result of a view evaluation is a set of tuples from the constrained table respectively the object which violate the speci ed business rule. This approach yields a numberofadvantages: { The usage of SQL features available in most database systems makes the usage of OCL in database design practicable. A view allows to evaluate a complex search condition which is part of an integrity constraint. In this sense, a view can substitute the evaluation of the not supported assertions respectively "multiple table" check constraints in current DBMS. { The views can be integrated into di erent constraint e v aluation strategies.
Then it can be decided when to evaluate the constraint and what to do if some constraint is violated. The last mentioned item should be discussed in detail. Most real world applications have their own requirements according to performance, integrity, and other design issues. Some applications may prefer performance over integrity, others may demand full integrity at each database state 1 . For this reason, it is not realistic to always apply the typical immediate constraint c heck for any k i n d o f application. Another question arises with respect to the handling of faulty data. Some applications may prefer to get noti ed about all constraint violations, others may prefer the handling of faulty d a t a b y the database system. The proposed view approach can be used to support various kinds of requirements. We consider the following three variations:
Application driven view evaluation. The evaluation of a view is not coupled to any database integrity m e c hanism like assertions or triggers. Instead, it is evaluated by an application. In the given context, the evaluation of the view representing invalid tuples can be seen as an independent constraint check. Furthermore, it is a hybrid method of checking applicationand database-enforced constraints. For example, to access to a database, an object-relational middleware with an own transaction approach is often used. The middleware can evaluate the views just before the transaction commit is executed. If one of the views returns any tuples, the middleware is able to rollback the current transaction or do some treatment f o r the faulty data. This approach has the disadvantage of taking the integrity c o n trol away f r o m the database system, but allows the middleware or the application itself to decide on the moment of constraint e v aluation and thus leaves some space for the treatment of performance problems. Another possible way to use "integrity views" are database monitor applications which support database administrators to maintain huge data stores and keep them clean from faulty data.
Assertion replacement. The views can be used by triggers which evaluate the constraints after each critical data manipulation operation. When any constraint violation is found, the trigger should rollback the current transaction and send an appropriate error message to the invoking application. This approach can be used as a replacement for SQL92 assertions, if the database system does not support such a feature. 1 In 17] these kinds of integrity are called quali ed respectively absolute integrity.
ECA trigger template. To support the idea of active database systems a trigger template can be generated which must be edited by the application or database developer respectively. T h e template should support the ECA (Event-Condition-Action) rule paradigm 1]. Such a trigger is evaluated after each critical data manipulation operation (the event). If the condition holds, for instance a constraint is violated, the action part is executed. This way, faulty data can be treated before storing them in the database. For a better understanding of how our concept works, we g i v e a simple example. Suppose there is a class called PERSON According to the three approaches for the use of integrity views, the evaluation of the given business rule is as follows:
Application driven view evaluation. Invoking the evaluation of views by a n application can be done in various ways. Using Java and JDBC to access to the database, the following code can be used: Due to the simplicity of the example, an important fact is not shown which must be considered in more detail. If an integrity view uses more than one table of the database to evaluate a business rule, the constraint e v aluation must be done after manipulation of all of these tables.
For instance, a view can be generated from an OCL expression which u s e s navigation to express constraints on a model. Suppose we add a second class to our example stated above. This class is called Car and is also mapped to a single table. Between class Person and class Car exists an one-to-many association which describes the ownership between persons and cars. This association will be mapped by inserting the primary key of the PERSON 3 Extended OCL toolset
The implementation of the OCL constraint translation to SQL (called the OCL2SQL tool) follows the above explained VIEW approach and is done by a modular extension of the OCL toolset 10]. Our toolset has already proven to be a stable and exible environment for the development of OCL tools 25]. In the following subsections, we describe the design and outline the implementation of the OCL2SQL tool based on a rst prototype implementation.
Experience with the OCL-to-SQL pattern catalogue
We use the OCL-to-SQL pattern catalogue from 5] to translate OCL invariants to SQL code. Our rst prototype implementation of an SQL code generator implementing these patterns has shown the following problems:
Object-relational mapping. The translation of OCL expressions to SQL code is dependent from the underlying object-to-table mapping. Therefore, one requirement for the SQL code generator should be a exible interface that allows the integration of di erent object-to-table mappings. Unfortunately, the patterns are described only based on the commonly used one-object-toone-tuple mapping.
Metadata. The mapping of operations on metadata is not considered and thus should be added by new patterns.
Full SQL92 level. The mapping patterns take advantage of the SQL92 full level speci cation. Assertions over any n umber of tables, and derived tables in the from clause of select statements are important SQL features for the patterns. How explained above, current database systems lack the support for these features, especially the rst one.
The iterate problem and sequences. The iterate operator and OCL sequences are two features which h a ve to be discussed in more detail.
Design
The current version of the OCL2SQL tool takes a static UML model and a number of OCL invariants as input and generates an according DDL script including a database schema as well as view de nitions and trigger templates representing the constraints as output. It consists of the following components:
Model repository As stated above, the OCL2SQL tool needs information about the used static UML model and the numberofOCLinvariants speci ed on this model. Since we aim at the integration of the OCL2SQL tool into di erent e n vironments like UML CASE tools, it is mandatory to provide appropriate interfaces which can be implemented for di erent use cases. A more loose integration is the use of XMI les 26] for static UML model information. The OCL toolset already provides the necessary component to use this technology. For a tight integration as it has been realised for Argo/UML, the "model interfaces" must be implemented by a CASE tool integration component accessing whose repository.
SQL code generator The core component i s the SQL code generator which generates the SQL code for an OCL invariant b a s e d on the parsed, typechecked and normalised OCL expression given as an abstract syntax tree. The "SQL code" generated by this component is a view de nition such a s t h e AGEOFMARRIAGE example in subsection 2.2. The implementation of the SQL code generator is explained in the following subsections in more detail.
To make s u c h a SQL code generator work, we need some additional information about the underlying object-to-table mapping. Since there exists a great number of di erent object-to-table mappings, an interface is provided for the integration of various strategies.
Schema generator The rst idea was to integrate the SQL code generator with the database schema generation functions available by most UML-CASE tools. Unfortunately, w e recognized that the quality of the generated schemas does not match exible requirements. Therefore, we had to implement a n own object-to-table mapping and to provide an interface for later CASE tool integration e orts.
Trigger template generator In contrast to the SQL code generator, the trigger template generator is rather simple. It takes the output of the SQL code generator and produces a number of triggers according to the view specications and user requirements.
XML coded pattern re nement
The implementation of the eight rather general OCL-to-SQL patterns requires a further re nement of the patterns to make them applicable in code generation. Beyond the re nement, a exible speci cation of the patterns is needed to adapt them to di erent SQL dialects for their practical use in DBMS. We decided to use XML 27] to describe the re ned patterns because of the following reasons:
{ The XML les can be comfortably edited by XML editors and thus are easily adaptable to a certain SQL dialect.
{ An XML le containing a set of re ned patterns can be directly interpreted by the SQL code generator written in Java.
{ XML technology supports well de ned structures of documents.
The structure of an XML document is speci ed by a Document T ype De nition is shown in g. 1. According to this DTD, the XML le is structured as a catalogue which consists of a description and an arbitrary number of patterns. Each pattern is associated to an OCL grammar rule. For example, the patterns that describe the mapping of OCL features like operations over collections are associated to the featureCall grammar rule. Since a single pattern usually consists of several mapping descriptions, a pattern consists of at least one SQL code template. Each SQL code template again is described by lines of code. The templates are identi ed by t h e spec parameter to distinguish them from each other. Let us consider for example the OCL grammar rule featureCall. There are several mapping templates for collection operators like collect, select, reject, a n d forAll. T h e templates can contain parameters respectivly placeholders which must be replaced by further templates. One example for such a pattern rule is represented in g. 2. The example shows the template which maps the OCL operator collect to an SQL query block and re nes the general QUERY p a ttern 5] (indicated by the rem parameter). As explained above, from a translation point of view, the template belongs to the grammar rule featureCall and needs two further templates for the complete code generation. That is, the parameters column and table must be replaced with appropriate SQL code.
SQL code generator
In our rst prototype implementation based on the OCL-to-SQL92 patterns we already got some experience with the implementation of an SQL code generator. The recent SQL code generator represents the adapted prototype and realises the generation of view de nitions. The design of the SQL code generator is done under consideration of two primary aspects:
<?xml version="1.0"> <!DOCTYPE catalogue SYSTEM "CODEGEN.dtd"> <catalog name="EntrySQL"> ... <pattern rule="feature_call"> ... <template spec="collect" rem="QUERY"> <li>select <param name="column"></li> <li>from <param name=" { The XML based approach for the translation of OCL expressions to SQL statements has been proven and therefore should be used.
For the integration of di erent code generators like f o r J a va or SQL, the OCL toolset provides two interfaces 8]. At rst a code generator must implement the interface CodeGenerator. S u c h a code generator produces a certain number of code fragments. These code fragments are stored in objects of classes which implement t h e i n terface CodeFragment (see g. 3).
The patterns described in 5] aim at the generation of declarative SQL code only. As already described in the preceeding subsection, each pattern was designed to encapsulate one OCL language concept. The equivalent SQL code allows the nesting of SQL expressions according to the structure of the given OCL expression. To implement this concept, we c hose a general syntax driven approach.
The feature of being rather general than speci c to SQL code generation led to the following design decision. The core functionality of the strategy is encapsulated in a separate class called DeclarativeCodeGenerator since the strategy seems to be suitable for the generation of declarative target code preferably. S u bclasses of this class generate code fragments that will be stored in objects of the class DeclarativeCodeFragment.
The actual generation of SQL code is realised by the class SQLCodeGenerator which implements only features speci c to the SQL code generation problem. The SQLCodeGenerator uses an XML le based on the CODEGEN DTD. The CodeAgent parses the XML le and fetches the appropriate code template for the code generator. Therefore it is prepared with a number of parameters which Fig. 3 . SQL code generator are supposed to replace the placeholders in the templates. Then the getCode() method is called with the pattern rule ID for the requested OCL grammar rule and the accurate template speci cation (spec parameter). The placeholders allow a n arbitrary nesting of templates. Then the getCode() method returns a prepared SQL code template which can be further handled by the SQL code generator.
Experiments with the rst SQL code generator prototype have already shown the applicability of the XML based approach for code generation. We used two XML coded pattern catalogues, one for an "ideal" DBMS supporting SQL92 full level and another one for Oracle 8i. Oracle8i is an example for an advanced DBMS where we could demonstrate our mapping approach and its limitations on current database management systems. Now, we reuse the code generator prototype for the implementation of the above described OCL2SQL tool.
CASE tool integration
An important requirement of tools supporting OCL is the tight i n tegration with UML-CASE tools. As explained in the preceding subsections, our OCL2SQL tool has a numberofwell de ned interfaces which a l l o w t h e i n tegration of the tool into di erent e n vironments. A new module of the OCL toolset is a comfortable OCL editor which includes besides editing of constraints features like a toolbar and adequate error messages. The according user interface is designed to integrate the OCL editor not int o a s p e c i c CASE tool, but into various environments. Currently it is tested with the Open Source CASE Tool Argo/UML and also serves as test environment for the OCL2SQL tool. The screenshot in g. 4 gives an impression of the new OCL editor integrated into Argo/UML.
Conclusion
In this paper, we reported on our recent research results using OCL constraints as business rules in object-relational database applications 5] as well as extending the OCL toolset 10] for SQL code generation. The automatic translation of complex OCL expressions to database integrity constraints speci ed by S Q L rises some serious problems which w e try to solve b y trigger-based techniques or, especially if performance plays an important role, by an unusual approach which w e call independent constraint c heck. All these techniques use an integrity view which is de ned as the set of tuples from the constrained tables respectively objects violating the according OCL invariant. We design an SQL tool extending the OCL toolset which supports in a exible way both di erent constraint evaluation strategies and di erent SQL dialects of the DBMS vendors. Furthermore, di erent object-to-table mappings can be handled by the design of exible interfaces.
Our plans for further practical and theoretical investigations as well as OCL toolset development are the following: { The OCL toolset should realise important requirements for the handling of business rules 12]. According these requirements it seems desirable to extend the OCL toolset by modules such a s a repository for business rules dedicated browsers supporting di erent scopes of business rules (application and database enforced constraints) including di erent constraint e v aluation strategies adaptable for changing, re ning and removing existing rules a debugger for systems containing lots of business rules a con ict detection a reasoning engine For the future, an important objective o f our work is the practical use of the OCL toolset in case studies to gain further experience with application-and database-enforced constraints.
